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In the �rst part of this series, I looked at how we can keep informed of when Apple make changes to their built-in security tools. In this and the follo

a variety of formats (XML, SQL and machO binary, respectively) to store data, and they also use different forms of obfuscation within those formats.

Why the ‘strings’ Tool Won’t Show All Strings

If you’ve ever done any kind of �le analysis you’re no doubt aware of the strings tool (and if not start here). While strings is �ne for dumping con

strings hidden in byte arrays using a disassembler. The problem with that approach, however, is two-fold. First, it’s labor intensive: you could literal

as I’ll show below, there’s a better way that’s both fast and doesn’t require manually combing through disassembly.

Before we get to that, it’s also worth reminding ourselves that strings on macOS is not equivalent to the same tool on most Linux distros and lacks

those strings stored in byte arrays and only assembled in memory upon execution.

Just Enough Disassembly To Get the Idea!

When it comes to strings in MRT.app, the issue isn’t unicode or some other encoding but rather the fact that some strings are stored as single chara

The following images were taken from Hopper – a commercial tool, simply because it’s prettier and cleaner for illustration purposes – and the open

The �rst image below shows part of one of MRT app’s typical byte arrays. The �rst column represents the address of each line of code, but we won’t

instructions and values the op codes represent. Note, in particular, that the last two places of each line of op code are mirrored in the rightmost col

Importantly, those hex numbers are ASCII characters, which you can reveal in Hopper by control-clicking and choosing ‘Characters’.

As we can clearly see below, that’s an array of characters that can be concatenated to form a string. When the particular function containing this arr

For the sake of comparison, here’s the same in r2, which nicely renders the ASCII by default, and then in Hopper.

Let’s remain with the op codes in the greyed column for a moment because it’s these that are going to prove to be our salvation when trying to auto

accumulator register. The following instruction simply says “move the hex number 45 into RAX”.

C6 00 45

The 00 in the middle means “with an offset of zero”; in other words, move the number 45 to exactly the address of the RAX register. All the subseq

C6 40 01 45 

C6 40 02 6C 

C6 40 03 69

This tells the processor to move the number in the �nal two places (e.g., 45) to the address of (RAX + index number of bytes). So, for example, the o

C6 40 09 6F

tells the processor to move the hexademical number 6F (which is the ASCII code for the lower case ‘o’ character) into an address that = (address of

There’s only one other op code we need to take note of before we move on to the fun of extracting these strings, and that’s the op code for when a p

The signi�cance of this will come into play below.

Extracting Strings Hidden In Byte Arrays

If you already have the Xcode command line tools installed, we can make use of otool and some heavy piping through other provided utilities to du

If you’re on Catalina, try this (triple-click the line below to select all of it):

otool -tvj /Library/Apple/System/Library/CoreServices/MRT.app/Contents/MacOS/MRT | grep movb | grep (%rax)$ 

For Mojave and earlier (triple-click the line below to select all of it):

otool -tvj /System/Library/CoreServices/MRT.app/Contents/MacOS/MRT| grep movb | grep (%rax)$ | awk '{ print

Yes, those are some mammoth one-liners! But if all is well, you should get an output that looks like the image below. I’m running Mojave, so I used 

On the current version of MRT.app, which is v1.52 at the time of writing, if I repeat that command (arrow up to recall last command, for those who a

| wc -l

to get a line count, that returns 169 lines.

Here’s an explanation of how the code works. First, otool -tvj essentially produces an output similar to what we saw in Hopper and r2, but with a

would bring us to index 1; remember, the beginning of the array starts the line above at index 0).

Note that otool uses the mnemonic movb – move byte – rather than just mov, which makes it a bit more transparent. Thus, our �rst grep after dum

Recall that every array starts with C6 00 XX. Because there’s no need to add an index to store the �rst character, there’s only three bytes in the inst

the line.

If the line has exactly 7 columns, we know this could be the start of a byte array, so we prepend 0x0a – the new line character – to our output, and t

whatever is in the penultimate column (NF -1), which mostly (see below) will give us values with the pattern “0xXX,”.

From here on, each line is piped through a few grep, sed and awk commands to remove everything but the actual stripped hex number. We also exc

That �nal stage involves piping the output into xxd and using the -r and -p switches (you can also use rax2  -s as an alternative to xxd -r -p fo

(hence, no piping anything of length 1 or 3 into it or else you’ll be treated to a few error beeps!).

If you’re only interested in �nding out what’s new in MRT, our script should be �ne as is for doing diffs (see the next section), but for other uses, it n

our own data collected from endpoints.

At the end of the previous section, I pointed out that the op code for the “end of procedure” instruction was C3. We can now use that to demarcate 

path to MRT binary when you paste this one):

otool -tvj <path to MRT binary> | egrep 'movb|retq' | egrep '(%rax)$|retq' | awk '{ print(NF==7)?"0x0a"$(NF-

As you can see, the primary difference is we’ve now included a grep for lines containing the mnemonic retq (again, note the difference between ot

be at the column position NF-1, so it is already captured by the earlier piping. The result of the entire command now helps us to visually see the diff

There’s a couple of “ToDos” remaining. One, note that because the grep and sed search and replace for c3 is fairly crude, you’ll sometimes get only

(Mojave, Catalina, show/hide “end of procedure” markings) in a script with arguments. This isn’t the place to go into general bash scripting and we’r

Running Diffs On MRT.app

In order to do diffs you’re going to need two versions of the MRT binary, so I suggest copying the current one now to a dedicated folder for this kind 

$ cp /System/Library/CoreServices/MRT.app/Contents/MacOS/MRT ~/<target folder>/MRT_152

Note: For Catalina, remember to prepend /Library/Apple to that path.

From our discussion above, we now have two kinds of string differences we can run on the MRT.app executable: the ordinary strings with strings o

Aside from strings, it’s also good to know what classes have changed in a machO binary, what new symbols may have been imported from libraries 

show.

In order to do a fast diff on two MRT binaries, we can make use of a shell feature called process substitution, which allows us to treat the result of c

Using this syntax,

$ diff -y <([commands] path to older file) <([commands] path to newer file)

the -y switch allows us to view the diff side-by-side for convenience. The process substitutions occur inside <().

Let’s try it:

$ diff -y <(strings -a MRT_151) <(strings -a MRT_152)

There’s three possible outcomes for each line, shown between the two columns. A > indicates the entry to the right has been added at that position

However, in practice interpretation is a little more nuanced than that because, due to code refactoring, many lines that may look like they’re missing

There’s a couple of ways you can deal with this in general. If the output is short, a manual inspection will usually do. If there’s a lot of output, a bit m

“added.txt” and “missing.txt”, respectively.

$ diff <(strings -a MRT_151) <(strings -a MRT_152) | grep > | sort -u | sed 's/>//g' > added.txt

$ diff <(strings -a MRT_151) <(strings -a MRT_152) | grep '<' | sort -u | sed 's/<//g' > missing.txt

The sed command serves to remove the “greater than” and “less than” symbols, which we need to do so that we can then diff those two �les again

$ diff missing.txt added.txt | grep > | sort -u

Aside from strings, another important change to look at is the class names. My favorite tool for class dumping is rabin2. We’ll use the -cc option an

$ diff -y <(rabin2 -cc MRT_151) <(rabin2 -cc MRT_152) | egrep '<|>'

You can also play with other rabin2 options in the same pattern, such as -l instead of -cc to do a diff on the linked libraries (no change between M

Finally, of course, don’t forget to do a side-by-side diff with our new byteStrings tool!

$ diff -y <(./byteStrings MRT_151) <(./byteStrings MRT_152)

Conclusion

In this post, we’ve looked at ways to run diffs using different tools that can help us to understand what changes have occurred from one version of a

Of course, Apple may well decide to chose another method for obfuscating some of their strings in some future version of MRT.app, and then we’ll h

because sharing threat intel with other security researchers and exposing threat actor techniques serves to make everyone safer. That, of course, w

However that may be, if nothing else, I hope you enjoyed this tour through dif�ng and disassembling machO binaries! In the next post, we’ll be look
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